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Abstract-The asymptotic behavior of the expected number of faces of all dimensions of the 
Voronoi diagram of n independent, uniformly distributed sites in Rd is investigated. It is shown that, 
when k and d are fixed and n grows without bound, the expected number of k-dimensional faces 
grows as Ck,dn. Further, for fixed k as d grows without bound, there exist constants ak such that 
Ck,d = O(a;f). Numerical estimates of Ck,d are given for small values of k and d. 
Zusammenfassung-Untersucht wird der esymptotische Verhalten der Erwartungszahl der 
Seiten aller Dimensionen des von n unabhlngigen in Rd gleichverteilten Punkten gebildeten Voronoi- 
Diagramms. Fiir beliebige k und d und grenalos ansteigendes n wird bewiesen, daO die Erwartungszahl 
der k-dimensionellen Seiten wie Ck,dn ansteigt. Ferner, fiir beliebiges k und grenzlos ansteigendes d 
gibt es solche Konstante ak, da% Ck,d = O(a$). Fiir kleine Werte von k und d werden numerische 
Sch;itzungen von Ck,d gegeben. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X, = {X0,X1,..., X,-l} be a set of independent random points uniform in EId, the 
d-dimensional unit ball. We call these points sites. Let H(Xi,Xj) be the closed half-space 
bounded by the perpendicular bisector of Xi and Xj containing Xi. The Voronoi diagram of X,, 
maps Xi to the set 
Vor(Xi) = n H(Xi,Xj). 
j:j#i 
The interior of this set contains all points of Rd lying closer to site Xi than to any other site; points 
on the boundary are equally close to Xi and to some other site or sites. The Voronoi diagram 
has a natural geometric dual. In R2, this dual is usually called the Delaunay triangulation. If 
the points of X are in general position, the Voronoi dual forms a simplicial cell complex. The 
(convex hull of) a set of k + 1 sites forms a k-dimensional face of this cell complex if and only if 
some closed d-dimensional ball contains these and no other sites. In the worst case, the number 
of k-dimensional faces can grow as @(n min(k+‘lrd/21)) for fixed k and d as n grows without 
bound [l, p. 2461. 
Our purpose is to investigate the expected number of faces of all dimensions in the Voronoi dual. 
In some applications, it is not necessary to determine the entire structure of the Voronoi dual. For 
example, non-parametric two-sample testing [2] requires only that a graph be constructed on the 
sites-the set of one-dimensional faces. The expected number of k-faces has obvious implications 
for the expected running time of algorithms to enumerate them, and our results show potential for 
great savings if algorithms can be designed to enumerate the Voronoi dual’s edges, for example, 
without enumerating its d-simplices. 
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Previous work (31 has given the following rather precise asymptotic bound on the expected 
number of d-simplices in the Voronoi dual when d is fixed and n grows without bound: 
EF _ 2&-2&-1)/2 
d,d - 
VW2 + WW’W2)d n + o(nj 
(d + l)I’(d2,‘2)I’((d + 1)/2)d 
2(d+1)/2e1/4K(d-1)/2do/2 
M 
d+l 
n, for d > 5. (2) 
Thus, the asymptotic behavior of the dimension-dependent factor can be described loosely as 
“factorial” or “dd”. Our main result here is to show that the expected number of k-faces in d 
dimensions satisfies 
EFk,d N Ck,d% 
where Ck,d is “merely exponential” (cd) for fixed k as d -+ 00. As in previous work, we assume 
that the n sites are independent and uniformly distributed in the unit d-ball. 
The following section presents notations and other useful background. Section 3 is devoted to 
deriving an exponential lower bound on Ck,d. Two upper bounds on Ck,d, one for k << d and 
another for k $ d, are derived in Section 4. The remarks of the final section include numerical 
approximations of both lower and upper bounds for some small values of k and d. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We use many of the usual concepts and notations of integral geometry. Bk represents the unit 
k-ball, and also its volume. Sk represents both the unit k-dimensional sphere and its surface 
area. (Sk is the boundary of Bk+i.) Xk represents k-dimensional volume, i.e., the usual uniform 
Lebesgue measure on R”. The usual measure on the unit k-sphere is denoted by ck. LI, represents 
a k-flat in Rd, and pk is the usual rigid-motion-invariant measure for k-flats, normalized as by 
Santalo [4, Section 11.12.21. Similarly, a k-flat passing through the origin of Rd is represented 
by Liol, and yk denotes the corresponding measure [4, Section 11.12.41. 
P(z) is the usual extension of the factorial function to the real numbers. The Beta function is 
defined by B(z, y) = I’(z)l?(y)/I’(z + y). 
The following facts will be helpful later. 
FACT 1. [4, equation 12.351. 
s d-k-1 Si+k d’Yd-k($!k, = n x. i=o 
FACT 2. Substitute u = sin2 0. 
J 
r/2 
0 
(sinB)n(cosB)mdB = :B (F,?). 
FACT 3. Substitute u = cnrd; replace (1 - u/n)n by e-” [5, p. 2421. 
s 
,l(l _ CTd)n--k--lrdk--l dr N c-kn-kd-l(k _ I)! 
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FACT 4. [4, p. 212; 61.’ If k + 1 points are chosen independently from the uniform distribution 
on a unit k-ball, then the volume l! of their convex hull satisfies 
E@d-k+l) = (_$ d-k+1 (&) k+l (‘(~(;~(;);;)flf “) 
k H k-1 l?((d - k + 1 + h)/2)) n h=l 
3. LOWER BOUNDS 
As in our earlier work [3], we will consider the uniform distribution in the unit d-ball. For any 
set of k+l I d+l points, let B(Xo,Xl,. . . , xk) be the d-ball with the same center and radius as 
the unique (with probability 1) k-ball with boundary passing through X0, X1,. . ., and Xk. When 
k = 1, precisely this ball must be empty for (X0, Xl} to be an edge in the Gabriel graph 11, p. 2551, 
a familiar subgraph of the Voronoi dual. We call this the Gabriel ball of the k points. We may 
think of Theorem 1 as providing our lower bound by analyzing the size of the Gabriel hypergraph 
of order k, a subgraph of the hypergraph formed by the k-faces of the Voronoi dual. 
We first show that boundary effects can be ignored. Let Fi,d be the number of k-farces 
{Xi,,Xi,,..., Xi,} of the Voronoi dual for which B(Xi,, Xi,, . . . , Xi,) lies entirely inside &_ 
LEMMA 1. EFk,d N EFL,, for fixed k as n -+ 00. 
PROOF. Modifying slightly our earlier proof [3] for k = d, let q be the distance from the center 
of qxo,. . . ,&) to the center of &, and let r be the radius of B(Xo, . . . ,&). There (p. 351, 
Case i) we showed that 
EFd,d N EF;,, N IEd?Zd+l /' J 1-q 
d+1 0 0 
I(q, r) dr dq - zdd-2d! vd 
for suitably defined 6d, Vd, and I(q, r). Exactly the same result is obtained if the upper limit 
of integration over T is replaced by (1 - q)/& S’ mce every k-face is a subset of some d-face, 
the dominant fraction of the k-faces are subsets of d-faces satisfying T I (1 - q)/fi. Let T’ be 
the radius of the Gabriel ball of some k-face. Every such ball extends distance r’ + dv 
beyond the center of the d-face’s Gabriel ball. When r’ = r/t/2, this distance is maximized at 
T& 5 1 - q. Therefore, the Gabriel ball of the k-face lies entirely inside &j, and EFk,d N EFL,,. 
THEOREM 1. For fixed k and d as n grow without bound, EFk,d N Gk,dn with 
Ck,d 2 
2,$/2& 1 
k(k+l) ’ 
PROOF. If the Gabriel ball B(Xo,Xl,. . . ,&) is empty, then {X0,X1,. . . ,Xk} is surely a 
Voronoi-dual face; therefore, we calculate the probability that this ball is empty. Since the 
sites are i.i.d., this probability is the same for all (kyl) sets of k + 1 sites. If G is the probability 
content of the ball, then 
EFk,d = (1 - G)“-k-lB;(k+l)d&(Xg). . .d&(Xk). 
‘SantaWs reprinting of Miles’s formula contains a typographic error: the “9 at the end of the numerator of the 
second line should be “1”. 
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Applying the Blaschke-Petkantschin identity [4, p. 2011, which relates the density of k + 1 points 
in Rd to their density on the k-flat they define, we have 
EFk,d= (k;l)~i(k+l) J (1 - G)“-k-‘(k!?‘)d-kd&(x~). . .d&&)d&(&), 
where T is the k-volume of the simplex formed by the k + 1 points. Now we apply an identity 
relating the k + 1 points to the center C of their circum-(k - 1)-sphere [7, 81. gi is a unit vector, 
and T is the radius of the (k - 1)-sphere, so that Xl = C + r%, We use 9 to represent the 
k-volume of the simplex formed by the &. The result is 
EFk,d = (k ; 1)8;(*+1) J(1 _ G)n-“-l(k!T)d-k+lr(k+l)(k-2)+l 
x dflk-l&J) . . . hk-@k) dAk(C) dr@k(Lk), 
B,(k+l)(k!)d-k+l J (JFd-k+‘do,_,(4). . .dC+l(&)) 
x(1-G) n k 1 (k+l)(k-2)+1,k(d-k+1) AXE dr ,-J/&~). - -r 
The inner integral can be rewritten as E(?d-k+*)S,k_f:. 
Let LIPfk be the unique (d - k)-flat perpendicular to Lk and passing through the origin, and 
let Q be the point LknLfP_lr,. Then (4 7 Section 11.12.51 , We have &k&k) = dAd-k(Q) drd-k@k), 
and 
EFk,d = c*cl,(L!)d-k+l@d-k+l)Skr+:) 
X 
J 
(1 - G)n-k-lrdk-l d&(c) d?-d&-k(&) d’-,&k(~~jk). 
Expressing C and Q in terms of lengths and unit vectors (p, U) and (q, V) on their respective 
flats gives 
EFk,d = {. . .} J(l _ G)n-k-‘rd”-‘p”-lqd-k-l 
x dpdOk_l(U)dqdad-k_1(V)drd^(d_k(LIP_jk). 
Recalling from Lemma 1 that we can restrict our attention to balls B(Xo, X1,. . . , Xk) C Bd, and 
noting that dm is the distance from the origin of Rd to C, we obtain 
EFk,d = [{*.‘}sk-Isd-k-l (Jdydl(@k))] 
x l J/d’-’ 1-p _ qn-k-lrdk-lpk-‘qd-k-I&,&&,. 
Setting p = Rsin 0 and q = RcosB, and observing that G = rd gives 
E&d = [. . .] (1’+ Rd-’ dR) ( J10./2 sink-i 8 COSdHk-’ 8 de) 
X (J j - G)n-k-lrdk-’ dr) . 
Applying Facts l-4 and making appropriate cancellations give the sought-for lower bound. fl 
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4. UPPER BOUNDS 
In this section, we will derive upper bounds on Ck,& The first bound will follow rather directly 
from known values of Cd,& The second bound will involve argumentation similar to that of 
Section 3. For any fixed k, the first bound is tighter for small d, but the second is tighter for all 
large d. For fixed d, the second bound is tighter for small k, but the first is always tighter for 
large k. 
LEMMA 2. Let K be 8 k-simplex of 8 simplicial complex. Then either K is a face of the boundary 
of the convex hull of the entire complex, or K is contained by d - k + 1 or more d-simphces. 
PROOF. K is surely contained by at least one d-simplex S. None of the (,_“(;:r,) = d - k + 1 
(d - 1)-faces of 5’ containing K is a convex-hull face; therefore, each of these (d - 1)-faces is a face 
of another d-simplex containing K. Including S itself, this gives d - k + 1 or more d-simplices 
containing K. I 
THEOREM 2. For fixed k and d as n grows without bound, EFk,,j N Ck,& where 
2dd-2x(d-‘)/21?((d2 + 1)/2)l?(d/2)d 
Ck’d ’ (d + l)(d + 2)r(d2/2)l?((d + 1)/2)d 
PROOF, We consider the size of the relation I&d, which relates a k-face of the Voronoi dual to 
every d-face that contains it. By Lemma 2, we have (ssymptotically) 
Iflk,d( 2 (d - k + l)Fk,dr (3) 
and, since every d-face contains exactly (f’,:) k-faces, 
iRk,dl = (; 1 :>,.d. 
Therefore, 
Fk,d< 
F&d - (d-:+1) 
Combining this with equation 1 gives the result. I 
LEMMA 3. Let the Gabriel bah of a set of k + 1 sites be divided into 2d-k segments of equal 
volume by any system of d - k orthogonal hyperplanes, each of which contains ah k + 1 sites. If 
the k + 1 sites define a k-face of the Voronoi dual, then 8t least one of these segments is empty. 
PROOF. Without loss of generality, let the Gabriel ball be centered at the origin and have radius 1, 
with the k + 1 sites lying on the k-fiat zk+r = f&s = . . . = zd = 0. Let the d - k orthogonal 
hyperplanes be zk+l = 0, zk+2 = 0,. . . ,2d = 0. The center c of any empty ball must be 
equidistant from all the points on the unit sphere in R k; therefore, it must satisfy cl = cs = . . . = 
ck = 0, and the radius of the empty ball must equal the distance from c to er = (1, 0, 0, . . . , 0)) 
l/2 
1 + cfzk+lcT) . Let s be any point in the segment defined by 
{S 1 Ck+lSk+l,Ck+2Sk+2,..., cdsd 20 and IsI < 1). 
Then the distance from c to s is 
Since every point in the segment lies inside the empty ball, the segment itself must be empty. [ 
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THEOREM 3. For fixed k and d as n grows without bound, EFk,d N Gk,& with 
ck,d 5 
2(d-k)(k+l)+lnk/2dk-1 
k(k + 1) . 
PROOF. Similar to the proof of Theorem 1. The probability that at least one segment of the 
Gabriel ball is empty is 2 d-k(l - G)n-k-l, with G = 2k-d~d; thus, the c of Fact 3 is 2k-d. m 
It is not too difficult to apply Stirling’s approximation to see that the upper bound of Theo- 
rem 3 is “merely exponential” in d for fixed k, or, more precisely, that for each k there exists a 
2(d-“P+‘)+l _ - e((2k+r)d); 
(2/d)k’2; 
constant ok such that Gk,d = O(ai). In particular, we note that when k is fixed, 
l?(dk + d - k + l/2) 
r(dk/2)I’(d - k + l/2) 
= e(d’,s) ((k +;)k+1)d’2. 
Table 1. Upper and lower bounds on Ck,d for 1 _< k < d < 7. 
1 2 3 
1 .ooOOo 3.00000 4.00000 
3.00000 2.00000 13.5355 
13.5355 13.5355 6.76773 
79.4444 105.926 79.4444 
560.214 933.690 933.690 
4537.57 9075.14 11343.9 
41047.0 95776.4 143665. 
4 
8.00000 
23.3333 
79.4444 
31.7778 
560.214 
9075.14 
143665. 
5 
16.0000 
69.3957 
165.644 
560.214 
186.738 
4537.57 
95776.4 
6 
32.0000 
200.200 
655.360 
1352.08 
4537.57 
1296.45 
41047.0 
7 
64.0000 
566.731 
2457.02 
6691.34 
12315.3 
41047.0 
10261.8 
Table 2. Upper and lower bounds on log,, Ck,d for 1 < k 5 d 5 15. 
1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 - 
0 0.5 0.6 0.9 1.2 1.5 1.8 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 3.3 3.6 3.9 4.2 
0.5 0.3 1.1 1.4 1.8 2.3 2.8 3.2 3.6 4.1 4.5 5.0 5.4 5.8 6.2 
1.1 1.1 0.8 1.9 2.2 2.8 3.4 3.9 4.5 5.0 5.6 6.1 6.6 7.2 7.7 
1.9 2.0 1.9 1.5 2.7 3.1 3.8 4.5 5.1 5.8 6.4 7.0 7.6 8.2 8.8 
2.7 3.0 3.0 2.7 2.3 3.7 4.1 4.9 5.6 6.3 7.0 7.7 8.4 9.0 9.7 
3.7 4.0 4.1 4.0 3.7 3.1 4.6 5.1 5.9 6.7 7.5 8.3 9.0 9.7 10.4 
4.6 5.0 5.2 5.2 5.0 4.6 4.0 5.6 6.1 7.0 7.9 8.7 9.5 10.3 11.1 
5.6 6.0 6.3 6.4 6.3 6.0 5.6 5.0 6.6 7.2 8.1 9.0 9.9 10.8 11.6 
6.6 7.1 7.4 7.6 7.6 7.4 7.1 6.6 5.9 7.7 8.3 9.3 10.2 11.1 12.0 
7.7 8.2 8.6 8.8 8.8 8.8 8.6 8.2 7.7 7.0 8.8 9.4 10.4 11.4 12.4 
8.8 9.3 9.7 10.0 10.1 10.1 10.0 9.7 9.3 8.8 8.0 9.9 10.5 11.6 12.6 
9.9 10.5 10.9 11.2 11.4 11.5 11.4 11.2 10.9 10.5 9.9 9.1 11.0 11.7 12.8 
10.8 11.7 12.1 12.5 12.7 12.8 12.8 12.7 12.5 12.1 11.7 11.0 10.2 12.2 12.8 
11.7 12.8 13.4 13.7 14.0 14.2 14.2 14.2 14.0 13.7 13.4 12.8 12.2 11.3 13.3 
12.6 14.0 14.6 15.0 15.3 15.5 15.6 15.6 15.5 15.3 15.0 14.6 14.0 13.3 12.4 
5. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
Numerical estimates of the upper and lower bounds on Gk,,j were computed for 1 5 k 5 d <_ 15 
using the Mathematics computer algebra system 191. Values of Gk,d for 1 I k 5 d < 7 are given 
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in Table 1. Upper and lower bounds are given below and above the main diagonal respectively, 
i.e., an upper bound on C&S is found in column 3, row 5, and a lower bound is found in row 3, 
column 5. When Ic = d, the lower bound of Theorem 1 and the upper bound of Theorem 2 
coincide; this number appears along the main diagonal. When k = d - 1, the upper bound of 
Theorem 2 is exact, because equality is achieved in inequality 3. Table 2 gives decimal logarithms 
of Ck,d for 1 5 k 5 d 5 15 in a similar format. 
When k = 1, Theorem 1 and Theorem 3 give lower and upper bounds of 2d-1n and Bd-‘n 
edges in the Voronoi dual. The lower bound of Theorem 1 for k = 1 is equal to the expected 
number of edges of the Gabriel graph, and agrees with Devroye’s results [lo]. When k > 1, the 
Gabriel ball can extend arbitrarily far from the sites that define it, and this apparently makes it 
impossible to extend our results to the broad classes of distributions Devroye treated for k = 1. 
One is perhaps the only value of k for which Theorem 3 has practical significance: when k = 1, 
2, 3, and 4, Theorem 2 gives tighter bounds for d 5 12, 65, 372, and 1958, respectively. We 
hope that others can improve the bases of our “merely exponential” bounds, as the gaps between 
upper and lower bounds are unsatisfying large even when d and k are small. 
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